
   Date:   11th January 2021                                                              Topic: Winter 

Week 2. English Maths 

Comparing Numbers to 5+ 

Topic  
(Personal, Social and Emotional Dev, Physical, Communication and 

language, Understanding the world, Expressive art and design) 

Monday Phonics – Revision. 

Write down (adult or child) all the letters of the 

alphabet on a piece of paper – fill the page with 

letters. An adult shouts out a letter and child has to 

find and colour over that letter as quick as possible. 

Repeat until all letters are found. 

Watch “The Bear Snores On” video by Mrs Frankland 

or watch  https://youtu.be/Kqug79ABHTo  

Listen carefully can you hear the rhyming words?  

Which words rhyme? Can you write a list? 

Show 3 using 3 fingers. Is there more than 

one way to do this? Can they hold up fewer 

than 3 fingers? How many do they have?  

Play “Bunny Ears” – using 2 hands to be the 

ears, how many ways can you show 4 or 5 

fingers at first? Increase up to 10. Can you 

make the same number as your adult? Can you 

make the same number in a different way? 

How many different ways can you find? Write 

these as number sentences eg 2+3 = 5 

Join in with Joe Wicks  PE lessons on his YouTube channel 

– Monday, Wednesday and Friday. 

Try a ‘cosmickids’ Yoga session on Youtube. 

 
Go on a winter walk – what signs of winter can you see? 

Maybe you could you an adults phone to take some photos 

or winter. 

 

Design/Build a snowman game 

https://www.cbc.ca/kidscbc2/content/games/build-

your-snowman/index.html  

 

Home Learning Challenges – select activities from 

the challenges (sheet attached).  

 

Create a winter forest scene – cut out lots of tree 

shapes out of newspaper sheets, stick on white 

paper then use white paint (cotton wool, glitter) to 

create a snow scene. 

 

Play board games and take turns.  

 

Help to tidy up!  

 

Make someone smile – how does it make you feel?  

 

This is worth a visit https://emmacahill.ie/inside-

feelings/ and may help if your little one is struggling 

with their emotions at this difficult time. 

 

Other information:- 

Throughout the current Lockdown the BBC is making 

available content to support parents and children 

Tuesday Phonics – watch the video (Mrs F) – letter j. 

When you listen to the story (on the video) every time 

you hear a word beginning with a ‘j’ jump up and jiggle 

your body like a jelly! 

Chn to read the words jam, Jack, jet, jog, jacket, Jill. 

Can you find any other j words in any book you own? 

Write them down. 

Try to make a rhyming string….pick a simple word to 

start – den, ben, ten. men…. Choose other winter 

words… snow, low, bow, know….yow. You can use made 

up words as long as they rhyme! 

Write a list….how many words are in your longest 

string? 

Using a set of dominoes – explore the dots on 

each side of the domino. Are there fewer, 

more or the same? OR use different  Lego 

brick towers to compare (up to 5 and 

gradually increase to 10 or 20) Encourage 

them to recognise these quantities without 

counting. 

 

Wednesday Phonics – watch the video – letter w. 

Every time you hear a word beginning with ‘w’ in the story – 

do the w action. 

Adult say the word ‘will’ out loud, then the child sound talk 

the word in a wolf voice    w – i – ll. Child to then write the 

word down (adult correct any incorrect spelling). Repeat with 

the words win, web, wag, wig.  

Can you write the words it the style of the illustrator in the 

book? 

Re-watch the Bear Snores on – look at the  pages - (Photos 

provided) 

 “An itty-bitty mouse-pitter-pat, tip-toe-creep-crawls” “They 

tweet and they titter  

These are examples of alliteration when 2 or more words 

begin with the same letter/sound. Think of an animal in the 

Using some plates put a number of snacks eg grapes 

on each plate (up to 5) Does everyone have the 

same? Which plate would they have? Is it fair? 

Encourage them to recognise these quantities 

without counting. 

https://youtu.be/Kqug79ABHTo
https://www.cbc.ca/kidscbc2/content/games/build-your-snowman/index.html
https://www.cbc.ca/kidscbc2/content/games/build-your-snowman/index.html
https://emmacahill.ie/inside-feelings/
https://emmacahill.ie/inside-feelings/


story – mole and think of words that start with the same 

sound ….mad, munch, makes etc Can you write a sentence? 

The mad mole makes a meal to munch. 

learning at home that you might find helpful – as we 

find out more we might signpost you to specific 

activities but feel free to have a look! 

The BBC Bitesize has a section for Early Years 

resources for Home Learning and in addition they 

are also broadcasting 3 hours per day through CBBC. 

 

Remember – allow your child to play and have free 

time playing (without an adult being involved) – this 

encourages independence, imagination, creativity 

and gives children time to embed their learning. And 

have some fun! We do all this in Wren class too! 

 

 

 

 

 

Thursday Phonics – watch the video – letter V. 

Pretend you are in a racing car – what can you use a s 

steering wheel? Make the sound v, v, vroom. 

Use a toy car to write the ‘V’ letter on the floor – 

“race the car down the track and up to the finish line” 

Can you write any ‘v’ words on the floor with the car? 

Van, vet, visit.  

Watch One Stormy night by Nick Butterworth - watch 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vChCLsf6DEs 

 – it is very cold in the story write a list of clothes for 

Percy to wear. Can you find describing 

words/adjectives for each item of clothing eg warm 

coat or green warm coat or green warm waterproof 

coat! A scarf …a soft woolly red scarf.  

Play “How many are hidden?” Take 4 or 5 cars, 

teddies (all the same type of items) Ask your 

child to close their eyes as you hide some of  

the items under a cloth for eg …. How many 

are hidden? Encourage your child to use other 

items to work out the answer/use 

fingers/draw a picture or write as a number 

sentence - to help them explain their answer. 

Extend to 10 items if they are able. 

Friday Phonics – Place the letters j, v, w on the floor. Explore 

around the house and bring back any objects that 

begin with these letters. Place them on the correct 

letter.  

Read A Little White Snowman Poem (attached) Can you 

find the rhyming words? Can you think of any other 

animals to replace the bunny and what would their 

action be?  

Practice and learn your version and the actions. When 

you are ready film it to put on Tapestry! 

Using 2 buckets or large containers/boxes. 

Explain that you have 5 pebbles/lego 

bricks/toy cars etc hidden inside. How many 

could be in each container? If this container 

has 1 in it how many will the other have? If 

there is 0 (zero) in this how many in the other 

and so on… How do they know? Extend to 10 

(or 20) items if they are able. 

Please practice everyday: Reading, letter formation, number formation. 

Reading and writing the High Frequency Words: the, to, no, go, I, be 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vChCLsf6DEs

